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RISK ASSESSMENT —

How to block the ultrasonic signals you
didn’t know were tracking you
Your phone can talk to advertisers beyond your back, beyond your audible
spectrum.

LILY HAY NEWMAN, WIRED.COM - 11/3/2016, 11:39 AM
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Beyond the abstract creep factor of ultrasonic tracking, the larger worry about the technology is that it

requires giving an app the ability to listen to everything around you, says Vasilios Mavroudis, a privacy

and security researcher at University College London who worked on the research being presented at

Black Hat. “The bad thing is that if you’re a company that wants to provide ultrasound tracking there is

no other way to do it currently, you have to use the microphone,” says Mavroudis.  “So you will be

what we call ‘over-privileged,’ because you don’t need access to audible sounds but you have to get

them.”

This type of tracking, which has been offered in some form by companies like Silverpush and

Shopkick, has hardly exploded in adoption. But it’s persisted as more third party companies develop

ultrasonic tools for a range of uses, like data transmission without Wi-Fi or other connectivity.1 The

more the technology evolves, the easier it is to use in marketing. As a result, the researchers say that

their goal is to help protect users from inadvertently leaking their personal information. “There are

certain serious security shortcomings that need to be addressed before the technology becomes

more widely used,” says Mavroudis. “And there is a lack of transparency. Users are basically clueless

about what’s going on.”

Currently, when Android or iOS do require apps to request permission to use a phone’s microphone.

But most users likely aren’t aware that by granting that permission, apps that use ultrasonic tracking

could access their microphone—and everything it’s picking up, not just ultrasonic frequencies—all the

time, even while they’re running in the background.

The researchers’ patch adjusts Android’s permission system so that apps have to make it clear that

they’re asking for permission to receive inaudible inputs. It also allows users to choose to block

anything the microphone picks up on the ultrasound spectrum. The patch isn’t an official Google

release, but represents the researchers’ recommendations for a step mobile operating systems can

take to offer more transparency.

To block the other end of those high-pitched audio communications, the group’s Chrome extension

preemptively screens websites’ audio components as they load to keep the ones that emit

ultrasounds from executing, thus blocking pages from emitting them. There are a few old services that

the extension can’t screen, like Flash, but overall the extension works much like an ad-blocker for

ultrasonic tracking. The researchers plan to post their patch and their extension available for

download after their Black Hat presentation.

Ultrasonic tracking has been evolving for the last couple of years, and it is relatively easy to deploy

since it relies on basic speakers and microphones instead of specialized equipment. But from the

start, the technology has encountered pushback about its privacy and security limitations. Currently

there are no industry standards for legitimizing beacons or allowing them to interoperate the way

there are with a protocol like Bluetooth. And ultrasonic tracking transmissions are difficult to secure

because they need to happen quickly for the technology to work. Ideally the beacons would

authenticate with the receiving apps each time they interact to reduce the possibility that a hacker

could create phony beacons by manipulating the tones before sending them. But the beacons need to

complete their transmissions in the time it takes someone to briefly check a website or pass a store,

and it’s difficult to fit an authentication process into those few seconds. The researchers say they’ve

already observed one type of real-world attack in which hackers replay a beacon over and over to

skew analytics data or alter the reported behavior of a user. The team also developed other types of
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theoretical attacks that take advantage of the lack of encryption and authentication on beacons.

The Federal Trade Commission evaluated ultrasonic tracking technology at the end of 2015, and the

privacy-focused non-profit Center for Democracy and Technology wrote to the agency at the time that

“the best solution is increased transparency and a robust and meaningful opt-out system. If cross-

device tracking companies cannot give users these types of notice and control, they should not

engage in cross-device tracking.” By March the FTC had drafted a warning letter to developers about a

certain brand of audio beacon that could potentially track all of a users’ television viewing without

their knowledge. That company, called Silverpush, has since ceased working on ultrasonic tracking in

the United States, though the firm said at the time that its decision to drop the tech wasn’t related to

the FTC probe.

More recently, two lawsuits filed this fall—each about the Android app of an NBA team—allege that

the apps activated user microphones improperly to listen for beacons, capturing lots of other audio in

the process without user knowledge. Two defendants in those lawsuits, YinzCam and Signal360, both

told WIRED that they aren’t beacon developers themselves and don’t collect or store any audio in the

spectrum that’s audible to humans.

But the researchers presenting at Black Hat argue that controversy over just how much audio

ultrasonic tracking tools collect is all the more reason to create industry standards, so that consumers

don’t need to rely on companies to make privacy-minded choices independently. “I don’t believe that

companies are malicious, but currently the way this whole thing is implemented seems very shady to

users,” says Mavroudis. Once there are standards in place, the researchers propose that mobile

operating systems like Android and iOS could provide application program interfaces that restrict

microphone access so ultrasonic tracking apps can only receive relevant data, instead of everything

the microphone is picking up. “Then we get rid of this overprivileged problem where apps need to

have access to the microphone, because they will just need to have access to this API,” Mavroudis

says.

For anyone who’s not waiting for companies to rein in what kinds of audio they collect to track us,

however, the UCSB and UCL researchers software offers a temporary fix. And that may be more

appealing than the notion of your phone talking to advertisers behind your back—or beyond your

audible spectrum.

Correction 11/3/2016 6:20pm EST: An earlier version of this article stated that the cross-device tracking

companies 4Info and Tapad use ultrasonic tracking. Both companies say they don’t use the form of tracking

the researchers describe.
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